
THIRD DIVISION

[ G.R. No. 219964, September 02, 2020 ]

PEOPLE OF THE PHILIPPINES, COMPLAINANT-APPELLEE, VS.
ROBERTO ACUIN Y DIONALDO AND SALVACION ALAMARES Y

COSTELO, ACCUSED-APPELLANTS 
  

DECISION

LEONEN, J.:

This resolves an Appeal[1] from the Court of Appeals Decision[2] in CA G.R. CR-HC
No. 05545, affirming the conviction of Roberto Acuin y Dionaldo (Acuin) and
Salvacion Alamares y Costelo (Almares) for Qualified Trafficking in Persons, in
violation of Republic Act No. 9208, or the Anti -Trafficking in Persons Act of 2003.

Two Informations were filed against accused-appellants Acuin, Alamares, and their
co-accused Charmela Barrameda (Barrameda) and Gina Ajero (Ajero), charging
them as follows:

Criminal Case No. 134741:
 

That, on or about February 1, 2007, in the City of Taguig, Philippines, the
above-named accused, ROBERTO ACUIN, a.k.a. Wowie, in conspiracy
with CHARMELA BARRAMEDA, SALVACION ALAMARES and GINA AJERO
and with one another, and by means of fraud, deception, abuse of power
or position, force, threats and coercion, taking advantage of the
vulnerability of the person and for the purpose of exploitation, such as
prostitution and other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labor or
services, servitude but under the pretext of legitimate employment and
good pay, did then and there willfully, unlawfully and knowingly recruit
"AAA", with or without the consent of the latter, who is a resident of
Taguig City at the time of the commission of the crime, hence, within the
jurisdiction of the Honorable Court and thereafter TRANSPORTED and
TRANSFERRED her to Hannah Bee Videoke Club in Daraga, Albay,
belonging to or managed by accused CHARMELA BARRAMEDA, ROBERTO
ACUIN a.k.a. Wowie, SALVACION ALAMARES and GINA AJERO;

 

And in pursuit of the aforesaid conspiracy of all the accused, for the
purpose of prostitution or other forms of exploitation, said accused did
then and there willfully, unlawfully and knowingly RECENE, HARBOR and
EMPLOY "AAA", for sexual exploitation and as prostitutes at the said
place, to her damage and prejudice;

 

That the crime was attended by the qualifying circumstance, committed
by a syndicate.

 



CONTRARY TO LAW.[3]

Criminal Case No. 134741-A:

That, on or about February 1, 2007, in the City of Taguig, Philippines, the
above-named accused, ROBERTO ACUIN, a.k.a. Wowie, in conspiracy
with CHARMELA BARRAMEDA, SALVACION ALAMARES and GINA AJERO
and with one another, and by means of fraud, deception, abuse of power
or position, force, threats and coercion, taking advantage of the
vulnerability of the persons and for the purpose of exploitation, such as
prostitution and other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labor or
services, servitude but under the pretext of legitimate employment and
good pay, did then and there willfully, unlawfully and knowingly recruit
"BBB", "CCC" and "DDD", with or without the consent of the latter, who is
a resident of Taguig City at the time of the commission of the crime,
hence, within the jurisdiction of the Honorable Court and thereafter
TRANSPORTED and TRANSFERRED them to Hannah Bee Videoke Club in
Daraga, Albay, belonging to or managed by accused CHARMELA
BARRAMEDA, ROBERTO ACUIN a.k.a. Wowie, SALVACION ALAMARES and
GINA AJERO;

And in pursuit of the aforesaid conspiracy of all the accused, for the
purpose of prostitution or other forms of exploitation, said accused did
then and there willfully, unlawfully and knowingly RECEIVE, HARBOR and
EMPLOY "AAA", "BBB" and "CCC", for sexual exploitation and as
prostitutes at the said place, to their damage and prejudice;

That the crime was attended by the qualifying circumstances of minority,
complainants, being 15 to 16 years of age, and that the crime was
committed by a syndicate.

CONTRARY TO LAW.[4]

Alamares and Ajero were arraigned on June 5, 2007 and pleaded not guilty. Acuin
was subsequently apprehended, and pleaded not guilty as well during his
arraignment on November 25, 2008. Thereafter, pre-trial conference was conducted,
and trial then ensued.[5]

 

The version of the prosecution is as follows:
 

On February 1, 2007, somewhere in the Bicutan-Taguig area, Acuin offered private
complainants, CCC, DDD, and BBB, then 15, 16, and 17years old, respectively, work
as dancers in a fiesta in Laguna, and promised them each P9,000.00 a month. CCC,
DDD, and BBB accepted the offer. Acuin also offered AAA, then 28 years old, a job
as a cashier for P400.00 a day, which she also accepted. AAA, BBB, CCC, DDD,
together with Mara Gonzalez, Stephanie Anos, Rotchie Sayas, and Mingie Sayas, all
met at Acuin's house later that day. Then, together with Acuin, they rode a jeepney
from Parañaque, and later transferred to a bus.[6]

 

Although Acuin told AAA, BBB, CCC, and DDD that the bus was heading to Laguna,
the bus stopped at Bicol. Acuin did not answer when asked what they were doing in



Bicol.[7]

After arriving at the Bicol bus station, Acuin took AAA, BBB, CCC, and DDD to the
Pink Hannah Bee Videoke and Disco Club (Hannah Bee Videoke), and introduced its
owner, Alamares, who paid for the bus fares. Alamares asked them to call her
"Mommy,"[8] and fed them food from her canteen. When she asked their ages, they
told her how young they were. She then instructed them to tell people, if asked,
that they were already at least 18 years old.[9] She also gave them money a few
hours after they arrived, and subsequently informed them that they had to repay
her.[10]

Alamares then informed them that they would work as Guest Relations Officers at
the bar. During their employment at the club, Alamares would hand the girls to
customers, guard their bedrooms while they were inside, and scold them if they did
not follow her instructions, such as telling them to dance, or to go to their
customers. Alamares would also give the girls money to buy provocative clothes.
Moreover, Acuin and Alamares would often deal with customers, and offer women to
the customers as entertainment.[11]

On their first night at the club, Alamares gave them P500.00 to buy miniskirts and
backless shirts to wear while dancing. Acuin guarded them at the market, where
they bought the clothes. Thereafter, Acuin told them they would dance at a bar,
taught them a "fiesta" dance, and how to dance at the bar. After they learned their
dances, Alamares and Acuin instructed them to bathe.[12] Acuin then directed them
to the dancing area to entertain customers in the club. The girls saw other women
dancing naked at the bar. Acuin instructed the girls to dance naked, but they
refused.[13]

On that same night, Alamares and Acuin introduced the girls to Ajero, who was
working as a cashier and also offering the girls to customers. Ajero was in charge of
the "VIP rooms" inside the club, where a customer would take a General Relations
Officer, alone, and where the General Relations Officer would give the services the
customer requested, including sexual intercourse. CCC testified that Ajero also
instructed the girls while they worked, and encouraged her to dance naked and to
entertain the customers, who would pay her for her services.[14]

The girls never received the salary Acuin promised, and were told that they owe
Alamares for the canteen food they ate.[15]

After two days at the club, with the help of the other girls, AAA managed to escape
while Alamares was preoccupied. When Alamares realized that AAA was missing, she
uttered profanities and threats in front of the other girls, saying that she was
capable of killing AAA.[16]

AAA went home immediately and told their parents what had happened, and how
they had been brought to the club in Daraga, Albay. Her parents then sought help
from QTV-11, and a QTV-11 employee brought them to the National Bureau of
Investigation (NBI). There, Special Investigator Eduardo Villa (Villa) of the bureau's
Anti Human Trafficking Division conducted a briefing to rescue the other girls from
the club.[17]



On February 8, 2007, at around 1:30 a.m., Anti Human Trafficking Division
operatives, together with the girls' parents and a QTV-11 crew, proceeded to
Daraga, Albay, where they coordinated with the local police to conduct the raid.
Special Investigators Cyruz Aluzan and Danilo Garay were dispatched at about 1:45
a.m. to act as customers at the club, where they would contract the services of the
minors; then, once they were able to enter a VIP room with a minor, they would
give the rest of the team a go-ahead signal.[18]

One of the agents entered the bar and became Mara's customer. He spoke to Mara
and Stephanie Ann. After confirming their ages, he went to the comfort room, then
called the rest of the operatives using his cell phone, who were waiting outside.[19]

After Villa received the signal, all the operatives entered the club and confirmed the
presence of minors who were employed as General Relations Officers. They
announced that they were NBI agents and declared that they had found seven
minors in the club, including BBB, CCC, and DDD.[20]

The operatives arrested Alamares and Ajero after the rescued girls identified them
as the bar's cashier and manager. Acuin, however, escaped through a backdoor.
Upon inquiry, Alamares said she was the club's "caretaker," but said that a certairl
Charmela Barrameda was the owner.[21]

Thereafter, the NBI agents, together with AAA, the rescued girls, some of the girls'
parents, Alamares, and Ajero all proceeded to the NBI Headquarters in Manila. The
investigators prepared the Joint Affidavit of Arrest, the transmittal to the
Department of Justice, and the statements of the rescued victims. Alamares and
Ajero were processed at the headquarters.[22]

The version of the defense is as follows:

Alamares testified that she used to manage a canteen in Daraga, Albay, located next
to Hannah Bee Videoke. Her son was the cook, and her daughter assisted her. Their
clientele consisted mostly of people who work at the club, and tricycle drivers.
Alamares and the club workers had an arrangement where she would collect
payment for food at around closing time from the club's floor manager, who she
named as Noemi Del Rosario on cross examination.[23]

Alamares further testified that the bar was owned by Barrameda, and presented
photocopies of documents to support this claim. She said she first saw AAA, BBB,
CCC, and DDD inside the club, and that they ate at her canteen five times. she did
not know what kind of work they did in the club.

She said that she was sleeping in the canteen when she was arrested by the
operatives, and that they pointed a gun at her, dragged her into a van, and took her
to Manila.[24]

Acuin testified that he was a dance instructor from 1998 to 2004, and then entered
the vegetable business until 2006. When the business did not prosper, he went to
Daraga, Albay, where he was hired by Alamares as a dance instructor for P400.00



per day. He denied recruiting AAA, BBB, CCC, and DDD for Hannah Bee Videoke,
and said that AAA was the one who brought them to the club and introduced him to
the other girls. He learned that the girls were minors, but they said that their
parents allowed them to work at the club.[25]

Further, he denied having worked as the floor manager, and named Noemi and Mely.
He denied having been to the club in the evening, as his hours were usually from
1:00 to 5:00p.m. only. He learned of AAA's escape plan, and told her to bring BBB,
CCC, and DDD with her since she had recruited them, but they did not react to this
suggestion.[26]

Acuin testified that Ajero was the cashier. He said that on the day of the raid, at
dawn, he was at his residence in his brother-in-law's house. He learned through
Alamares' son that the former had been arrested, and he did not know that charges
had been filed against him, too. Sometime in February, 2007, Acuin returned to
Bulacan, where he was subsequently arrested.[27]

During cross-examination, Acuin said that Alamares introduced herself to him as the
club owner and hired him as a dance instructor on October 5, 2006. She had him
report to her every day before he started his shift. He said that he had no quarrels
with AAA, BBB, CCC, and DDD, and did not know why they implicated him in the
case.[28]

Ajero testified that she had to work as a cashier at the club after her dried fish stall
got destroyed in a typhoon. Alamares, who used to buy dried fish from her, hired
her as cashier. She computed the customers' bills, and was paid P150.00 or P100.00
each day. To her knowledge, Alamares also owned the canteen beside the club.
Further, Ajero said that she could not see everything that the club customers and
workers did in the disco area and the bar. She said that Alamares would occasionally
pass by the cashier counter to remind her to do her job. Every night, Ajero would
turn over the collections to Alamares.[29]

Ajero learned that Acuin was the club's floor manager. She said that she only met
AAA, BBB, CCC, and DDD at the NBI office. On cross  examination, Ajero said that
Barrameda is Alamares' daughter-in-law, and that Barrameda helped in the club
operations. Ajero also said that the Mayor's permit and other licenses to operate
were issued in Alamares' name and posted on the wall of the club. She said that she
did not initially tell the truth about Alamares because she had been threatened.[30]

In a February 27, 2012 Decision,[31] the Regional Trial Court found Acuin and
Alamares guilty beyond reasonable doubt of the offense charged. It found the
testimonies of BBB, CCC, and DDD credible, and concluded that:

The prosecution proved that Acuin by means of deception recruited the
private complainants BBB, CCC and DDD, all minors to dance in a town
fiesta in Laguna with a promise of good pay. Due to their youth,
adventurous spirit and vulnerability, they all consented to the false job
offered. However, Acuin transported them to Daraga, Albay for the
purpose of prostitution, other sexual exploitation and forced labor.
InDaraga, Albay, they were introduced to Alamares who received, hired,


